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LINE OF SITE  
CHUL HYUN AHN & CHERYL GOLDSLEGER
On view April 1 - May 23, 2015
Opening Reception: Wednesday, April 1, 2015 from 6 to 8 p.m.

Baltimore, MD - Chul Hyun Ahn and Cheryl Goldsleger employ the medium of drawing to explore the real and ephemeral qualities of 
space in “Line of Site”, a two-person exhibition opening at C. Grimaldis Gallery on April 1st with a reception in the evening from 6 to 
8p.m. Ahn has achieved international recognition for his light sculptures that create the illusion of infinite depth, and which draw upon 
tenets of Zen Buddhism such as the void, emptiness, and infinity. Goldsleger’s drawings explore the relationship between location and 
territory, drawing upon military maps of WWI and the eternal struggle between conflict and peace. Both artists will be present for the 
opening of “Line of Site”, and the exhibition will be on view from April 1 through May 23, 2015.

Goldsleger’s mixed media drawings in “Line of Site” reference military maps from 
WWI, and are titled after Woodrow Wilson’s “Fourteen Points” outline for peace that led 
to the final resolution of the war. Now nearly one hundred years after the “war to end 
all wars”, the world seems to be in a constant state of war from which it seems unable 
to escape. Drawing upon the eternal themes of conflict and peace, these works exude 
a sense of beauty and tragedy. 

Both artists integrate strong geometric lines and structures to allude to the objective 
analysis of space and the construction of perspective, or more broadly, the desire 
to bring order from chaos. While Goldsleger’s drawings deconstruct reality into the 
two-dimensional plane, Ahn’s mirror drawings reconstruct three-dimensional space 
through illusions of infinity made from mirrors and lights. His work transcends dimen-
sions, simultaneously existing on the two-dimensional and three-dimensional planes. 
One recent work, “Five Hexahedra” (2015), even recalls the fourth spatial dimension 
through its similarity to a tessarect. Through the expansion of space, Ahn’s work vi-
sualizes spaces that have heretofore only existed in the imagination, such as infinity, 
the void, and emptiness, and ignite a universal sense of wonder and existentialism.

CHUL HYUN AHN is based in Baltimore and has been represented by C. Grimaldis 
Gallery since 2003. He has achieved international recognition for his work, which has 
been exhibited the world over, such as in the 55th Venice Biennale, the Saatchi Gal-
lery (London), the Movado Group (Basel), and in his native South Korea at the Han-
garam Art Museum, and which belongs in many museum and public collections such 
as the Margulies Collection at the Warehouse (Miami), the Jordan D. Schnitzer Family 
Foundation (Portland, OR), Borusan Contemporary (Istanbul), the Hearst Foundation 
Collection (NY), the Samawi Collection (Dubai, UAE), and the Ian Schrager Company 
(London). 

CHERYL GOLDSLEGER is based in Athens, GA and has exhibited at the Corcoran 
Gallery, the Brooklyn Museum of Art, and the Institute of Contemporary Art (Philadel-
phia, PA), among many other national and international institutions. Her work belongs 
in numerous museum collections such as the Museum of Modern Art (NY), the Bal-
timore Museum of Art, the Harvard University Fogg Art Museum, the Yale University 
Art Gallery, and the Brooklyn Museum of Art. This is her second time exhibiting at C. 
Grimaldis Gallery.

Hours for C. Grimaldis Gallery, which is free and open to the public, are Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Press Enquiries: Jennifer Tam, Gallery Manager, jt@cgrimaldisgallery.com, (410) 539-1080

C. Grimaldis Gallery has continuously operated in Baltimore since 1977. It has established itself as Baltimore’s oldest contemporary art 
gallery, and an important venue in the region. The gallery specializes in post WWII American and European art with an emphasis on 
contemporary sculpture.
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CHUL HYUN AHN, Five Hexahedra, 2015, Unique, 
plywood, LED lights, mirrors, 61.5 x 61.5 x 6 inches

CHERYL GOLDSLEGER, Open...Peace, 2015, 
mixed media on Dura-Lar, 30 x 38 inches


